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NK Structured The Mass Production Line Of The LNG Supply System.

NK Has Structured The Mass Production Line Of The LNG Supplier System.
- On September 9th, NK holds a demonstration of “CRYOPacTM” with LNG Engineering Organization.
NK, who successfully constructed the high
manganese steel LNG tank mass production
system and developed an LNG supply
system, “CRYOPacTM”, announced that it will
hold a demonstration at NK Pohang Plant on
September 9th.
Newly developed “‘CRYOPacTM” is a fuel
supply system for low/medium-pressure LNG
engines including both 2-stroke dual fuel
engines using 16 bar gas and 4-stroke dual
fuel engines using 5-8 bar gas.
NK, who developed LNG tanks, reduced tank
weight by significantly lowering the design
pressure and meeting the requirements
of IMO Type C. In addition, it installed
submerged pumps inside a tank to meet the
required pressure of an engine.
NK developed an all-in-one heat exchanger
by integrating a heavy hydrocarbon
separator and a preexisting heat exchanger
that controls the temperature of fuel gas
and satisfies the methane number (MN). As
a result, it has been praised for improving
space efficiency and price competitiveness.

NK, who successfully constructed the high
manganese steel LNG tank mass production
system, developed “CRYOPac TM”, the
LNG supply system for small/mediumsized LNG-fueled ships, in cooperation with
LNG Engineering Organization, in order to
engage the LNG supply system market. NK
announced that it will hold a demonstration at
NK Pohang Plant on Friday, September 9.
LNG Engineering Organization is an
association that was formed by marine
equipment manufacturers, engineering
companies, and dockyards in Busan,
Gyeongsangnam-do, and Jeollanam-do in
preparation for vitalization of the LNG fueled
ship market. They have developed a mass
production line of the LNG supply system in
order to improve product competitiveness
in future markets and developing Korean
small/mid/large-sized shipyards’ capability to
construct LNG fueled ships.
Newly developed “‘CRYOPacTM” is a fuel

supply system for low/medium-pressure LNG
engines including both 2-stroke dual fuel
engines using 16 bar gas and 4-stroke dual
fuel engines using 5-8 bar gas.
NK, who developed LNG tanks, reduced
tank weight by significantly lowering
the design pressure and meeting the
requirements of IMO Type C. In addition, it
installed submerged pumps inside a tank to
meet the required pressure of an engine. NK
developed an all-in-one heat exchanger by
integrating a heavy hydrocarbon separator
and a preexisting heat exchanger that
controls the temperature of fuel gas and
satisfies the methane number (MN). As a
result, it has been praised for improving
space efficiency and price competitiveness.
CRYOPacTM consists of NK’s LNG tanks,
HTF’s LNG fuel pumps, Gwangsan’s all-inone LNG heat exchangers, Korval’s LNG

valves, and Trans Gas Solution’s control
system based on the engineering technology
of LNG Engineering Organization. In
addition, NK will soon begin launching highpressure, low/mid-pressure, low-pressure,
and pressurized-type products. In particular, it
will provide a container-type modular system
for small/medium-sized vessels for offshore
operations.
For win-win growth in Korea’s LNG
fueled ship market, NK, LNG Engineering
Organization, and its members will introduce
engineering-based products and preoccupy
the market through cooperation

CRYOPacTM consists of NK’s LNG tanks,
HTF’s LNG fuel pumps, Gwangsan’s all-inone LNG heat exchangers, Korval’s LNG
valves, and Trans Gas Solution’s control
system based on the engineering technology
of LNG Engineering Organization. In
addition, NK will soon begin launching highpressure, low/mid-pressure, low-pressure,
and pressurized-type products. In particular, it
will provide a container-type modular system
for small/medium-sized vessels for offshore
operations.
For win-win growth in Korea’s LNG fueled
ship market, LNG Engineering Organization
and its members will introduce engineeringbased products and preoccupy the market
through cooperation.
LNG Engineering Organization is an
association that was formed by marine
equipment manufacturers, engineering
companies, and dockyards in Busan,
Gyeongsangnam-do, and Jeollanam-do in
preparation for vitalization of the LNG fueled
ship market. They have developed an LNG
supply system in order to improve product
competitiveness in future markets and for
developing Korean small/mid/large-sized
shipyards’ capability to construct LNG fueled
ships.
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Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships

- Its members, including NK, Korval, and Gwangsan, participated in the project.
- Creating engineering-based added values
In order to engage the LNG supply system market,
LNG Engineering Organization (LEO Director Kim
Kyeong-hun) successfully developed CRYOPac, the
LNG supply system for small/medium-sized LNG
fueled ships, in cooperation with NK, who structured
the mass production system of high manganese
steel LNG tanks, and held a demonstration at NK
Pohang Plant on September 9th.
The demonstration was participated in by Director
Kim Kyeong-hun and about 100 attendees from
five ship builders including LEO members and
Hyundai Heavy Industries and ship classifications
encompassing DNV, Lloyd’s Register, and KR.
LNG Engineering Organization has developed
an LNG supply system and structured the mass
production system in cooperation with its members,
in order to improve product competitiveness in future
markets and for developing Korean small/mid/largesized shipyards’ capability to construct LNG fueled
ships.
Newly developed “‘CRYOPac” is a fuel supply
system for low/medium-pressure LNG engines
including both 2-stroke dual fuel engines using 16
bar gas and 4-stroke dual fuel engines using 5-8 bar
gas.
They reduced tank weight by significantly setting the
design pressure lower and meeting the requirements
of IMO Type C, and installed submerged pumps
inside a tank to meet the required pressure of an
engine. In addition, they developed an all-in-one
heat exchanger by integrating a heavy hydrocarbon
separator and a preexisting heat exchanger that
controls the temperature of fuel gas and satisfies the
methane number (MN). As a result, they were able to
improve space efficiency and price competitiveness.
CRYOPac consists of NK’s LNG tanks, HTF’s
LNG fuel pumps, Gwangsan’s all-in-one LNG heat
exchangers, Korval’s LNG valves, and Trans Gas
Solution’s control system based on the engineering
technology of LNG Engineering Organization.
In addition, they will soon begin launching highpressure, low/mid-pressure, low-pressure, and
pressurized-type products.
In particular, it will provide a container-type modular
system for small/medium-sized ship vessels for
offshore operations.
CRYOPac clearly shows that the technology
development outcomes, sponsored by the Ministry of
Trade, Industry & Energy, can be integrated by LNG
Engineering Organization and can be connected
to the modularization business of the LNG supply
system in the future.
LNG Engineering Organization Manger Lee Jaeik said, “CRYOPac, which can be applied to the
mini offshore LNG power plant market as well as
the LNG supply system market, is expected to
create engineering-based added values. For winwin growth in Korea’s LNG fueled ship market,
LNG Engineering Organization and its members
will introduce engineering-based products and
preoccupy the market through cooperation.”


Although
air pollution from ships does not
have the direct cause and effect associated
with, for example, an oil spill incident, it
causes a cumulative effect that contributes to
the overall air quality problems encountered
by populations in many areas, and also
affects the natural environment, such as
tough acid rain.
MARPOL Annex VI, first adopted in 1997,
limits the main air pollutants contained in
ships exhaust gas, including sulphur oxides
(SOx) and nitrous oxides (NOx), and prohibits
deliberate emissions of ozone depleting
substances (ODS). MARPOL Annex VI also
regulates shipboard incineration, and the
emissions of volatile organic compounds
(VOC) from tankers.
Following entry into force of MARPOL
Annex VI on 19 May 2005, the Marine
Environment Protection Committee (MEPC),
at its 53rd session (July 2005), agreed to
revise MARPOL Annex VI with the aim of
significantly strengthening the emission limits
in light of technological improvements and
implementation experience. As a result of
three years examination, MEPC 58 (October
2008) adopted the revised MARPOL Annex
VI and the associated NOx Technical Code
2008, which entered into force on 1 July
2010.

Revised MARPOL Annex VI
The main changes to MARPOL Annex VI are
a progressive reduction globally in emissions
of SOx, NOx and particulate matter and the
introduction of emission control areas (ECAs)
to reduce emissions of those air pollutants
further in designated sea areas.
Under the revised MARPOL Annex VI, the

global sulphur cap will be reduced from
current 3.50% to 0.50%, effective from
1 January 2020, subject to a feasibility
review to be completed no later than 2018.
The limits applicable in ECAs for SOx and
particulate matter were reduced to 0.10%,
from 1 January 2015.
Progressive reductions in NOx emissions
from marine diesel engines installed on
ships are also included, with a “Tier II”
emission limit for engines installed on a ship
constructed on or after 1 January 2011; and
a more stringent "Tier III" emission limit for
engines installed on a ship constructed on
or after 1 January 2016 operating in ECAs
(North American Emission Control Area and
the U.S. Caribbean Sea Emission Control
Area). Marine diesel engines installed on a
ship constructed on or after 1 January 1990
but prior to 1 January 2000 are required
to comply with “Tier I” emission limits, if an
approved method for that engine has been
certified by an Administration.
The revised NOx Technical Code 2008
includes a new chapter based on the agreed
approach for regulation of existing (pre-2000)
engines established in MARPOL Annex VI,
provisions for a direct measurement and
monitoring method, a certification procedure
for existing engines and test cycles to be
applied to Tier II and Tier III engines.
MEPC 66 (April 2014) adopted amendments
to regulation 13 of MARPOL Annex VI
regarding t he effective date of NOx Tier III
standards.
The amendments provide for the Tier III NOx
standards to be applied to a marine diesel
engine that is installed on a ship constructed
on or after 1 January 2016 and which
operates in the North American Emission

Control Area or the U.S. Caribbean Sea
Emission Control Area that are designated
for the control of NOx emissions.
In addition, the Tier III requirements would
apply to installed marine diesel engines
when operated in other emission control
areas which might be designated in the
future for Tier III NOx control. Tier III would
apply to ships constructed on or after the
date of adoption by the Marine Environment
Protection Committee of such an emission
control area, or a later date as may be
specified in the amendment designating the
NOx Tier III emission control area.
Further, the Tier III requirements do not apply
to a marine diesel engine installed on a ship
constructed prior to 1 January 2021 of less
than 500 gross tonnage, of 24 m or over in
length, which has been specifically designed
and is used solely, for recreational purposes.
The amendments are expected to enter into
force on 1 September 2015.
Revisions to the regulations for ozonedepleting substances, volatile organic
compounds, shipboard incineration, reception
facilities and fuel oil quality were also made
with regulations on fuel oil availability added.
The revised measures are expected to
have a significant beneficial impact on the
atmospheric environment and on human
health, particularly for those people living in
port cities and coastal communities.
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FGSS Package (Modulation)

Conceptual Design
GVT

Scope of Supply

ME-GI

LP
Skid

Cryogenic
Valve

GVU

LNG

X-DF

HP
Skid

Metering

Type

Length(mm)

Width(mm)

Height(mm)

Tank Volume(M3)

40ft Container

12,192

2,438

2,750

39

20ft Container

6,058

2,438

2,750

15

»40FT Container

GVU
DF-DE

Heating
Medium Skid

LNG Fuel Tank

Automatic
Control Unit

Fuel Gas Supply System

Engine
Supply
Manifold

Fuel Tank (HoneyCellTM)

Fuel Feed Pump

Combined Fuel Gas Vaporizer (COVATM)

• IMO Type 'C' or Equivalent
• Tank Material
: High Mn, 9% Ni, SUS304, Al Alloy
• Low Heat Conductivity Material Used
: K=0.0061W/m·K at -160˚C

• Submerged Centrifugal Pump
• Min. 5m3/h~ 15m3/h
• Discharge Pressure
: Up to 20 bar.g
• Al Alloy or Equivalent

• Combined of LNG Vaporizer, HC Separator & FG Heater
and 40% Reduced than Coventional 3 Components
• Satisfy the Methane Number over than 80
• Cost Effective Design
• Standard Design
: 1MW, 3MW, 5MW, 10MW, 15MW, 20MW Class

Commercial Model

More
Compact

LNG Fuel Tank

Bunkering
Manifold

Easy
Transportation

Cost
Effective

User
Friendly

LNG CRYOPacTM Particular –40 FT Container Type
CRYOPac-H15

CRYOPac-X12

CRYOPac-L05

CRYOPac-P10

Process Flow
Diagram

Technical
Summary

Type

High
Pressure

Middle Pressure

Low
Pressure

Pressure
Build Up

Pressure

300 bar

16 bar

5 bar

7 bar

Target Engine

ME-GI

X-DF

4-Stroke DFDE

4-Stroke DFDE

Engine Power

15MW

12MW

5MW

1MW

Target

Container
, Ro-Ro, etc.

Bulk , VLCC , PC ,
etc

Genset

Coastal Ship

LNG Storage Capacity (m3)

25 ~ 30

Tank Pressure (Bar g)

Min. 2.3

System Pressure (Bar g)

5.5

Power Consumption (kW)

10 ~ 30

LNG Storage Tank Type
Main
Equipment

IMO Type C
Rectangular(Lattice)

LNG Feed Pump

1 m3/h x 2 sets (Speed Control)

Vaporizer&Heater

PCHE,Water Bath, Electric, etc

Metering Unit

Coriolis Type

Control

Automatic Sequential Start/Stop
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LEO(LNG산업기술협동조합)

구성

(LNG연료탱크)

(LNG벙커링
스테이션)

(LNG Retrofit)

(LNG Vaporizer)

LNG산업
기술협동조합

(LNG밸브)

(LNG Fuel Pump)

(Instrument)
성일엔케어_CI
영문기본

국문기본

국문활용

(LNG Double
Wall Pipe)

(Engineering)

국,영문기본

국,영문활용

컬러정보

영문 주 C100 M90 Y10 K0

영문 주 K100

국문 주 C100 M90 Y10 K10

국문 주 K100

국문 부 K70

영문 부 K70

전용색 C80 M40 Y0 K0

국문 부 K70

개요
Company Name

LNG Engineering Organization(LEO)

Representative

KyeongHoon, Kim

Business

-Engineering Servicefor LNG Fueled Vessel, LNG Bunkering Shuttle and LNG Bunkering Terminal
(Basic design, Process, Piping, Electronic System, Instrument, Structural analysis,
Thermal-Structural analysis, Fluent, Piping Stress Analysis and so on)
-Supply of Cryogenic Equipment & FGSS
-Commissioningfor LNG Product

Date of
Foundation

14. Jan. 2015

Category

Service, Manufacturing, Wholesale

Contact number

+82-51-941-7580

Sectors

R&D, Engineering, Electromechanical
component

Registration Number

804-88-00017

Address

113, Noksansandan17-ro,
Gangseo-gu, Busan, Korea

